Accelerate & Reshape
Engineering

A cloud based all-in-one
application for simulation
operations (SimOps)

features Sheet

Key Features & Benefits
Real-Time collaboration - Allows instant 3D
interaction, communication between teams and
assistance by other experts.
Project management - Organize your projects
in workspaces and groups and select
permissions for its members.
Data management - Manage large data sets for

optimization studies in an efficient and
productive environment.

SaaS/PayS Model - Pay-as-you-Scale for the

dicehub is a simulation and data management web
platform with built-in real-time collaboration, workflow
automation and high performance computation scaling. 


For years software engineers have been using such tools as
GitHub and GitLab for collaboration, better productivity and
efficiency. These tools have allowed a more efficient way of
communication, a better organization and faster software
release cycle. The engineering world has yet to offer such
revolutionary tools. Current engineering workflows consist
of engineers working with up to 10 different software
solutions, organizing large data sets in excel sheets and
scripting complex analysis and visualization utilities. This
significantly lowers the productivity and increases the
costs. Instead of focusing on the analysis and evaluation of
the simulation results engineers have to become IT experts.
dicehub is the first software to offer the solution to this
problem.

 

Our software accelerates and reshapes the engineering
workflow by introducing a highly efficient data
management solution, almost unlimited scaling capacity to
your private HPC center or the public cloud and a variety of
highly innovative 3D simulation applications.



calculation time and used storage.

Flexible deployment - Use any public cloud
(AWS , Azure, Google) or install dicehub on

premises.

Scaling - Scale your calculations up to 100s of
CPU cores and conduct parameter studies in
parallel.

Real-Time data analysis - Inspect calculations
in real-time and modify setup during runtime.
Programmable - Use our GraphQL API to
automate your workflow even further.

Our solution enables especially small and medium-sized
companies with the continued goal to innovate to access
highly specialized expertise that would otherwise be
inaccessible to them.
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Project & Data Management

Templates

Templates for pre-configured cases, i.e.
3D simulation, text collaboration,
visualization, finances, life sciences, ...

Groups, projects and teams

Groups, projects and teams for
productivity in complex organizational
structures.

Workspaces

Switch easily between work and
personal projects.

Data Analsysis & Automation

Process automation

Automated processes for design and
optimization studies, i.e shape
optimization.

Real-Time collaboration
Collaborate with your team members in
real-time and add external experts for
consultation on complex issues.

Data Analysis
Monitor your simulations in real-time

and adapt configurations to get the best
results.
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3D CFD Simulations
Incompressible and compressible fluid flow
Conjugate heat transfer
Multiphase flow
Chemical reactions
Design exploration
Genetic algorithms for optimization studies
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About dicehub GmbH
dicehub GmbH is a fully remote german company specialized in

data science and engineering with expertise in process
automation, cloud computing and 3D simulations. dicehub’s
solutions optimize and accelerate existing internal workflows
and boost engineering businesses.   

We open your doors to the exciting world of Simulation
Operations!
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